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ICCR roared back into action at Mondello Park as the
revitalised circuit racing championships welcomed
spectators for the first time following the easing of
Covid restrictions. On track action featured 23 races
across the two day event which was blessed with the
hottest days of the year thus far. Spectators and
competitors alike enjoyed the non-stop action only
taking a breath to seek some shade from the
scorching sunshine, or grabbing an ice cream in
plentiful supply in the paddock or enjoying an ice cold
drink from the circuit facilities. The event welcomed
again all those classes that competed at the first event

in June. This time they were joined by the Irish
Legends Championship competing in near identical
5/8 scale replicas of 1930s Fords, Chevys and Dodges
and the little pocket rockets didn’t fail to deliver. The
event also saw the debut for many young drivers
competing in the Pony Express Ginetta Junior Ireland
Championship as they start on hopefully a career in
motorsport and join the senior ranks in the coming
seasons. As always please keep an eye on our website
and social media channels to keep up to date with all
the news , latest photos, videos and media postings.

By Drew Furlong

ICCR serves up a Scorcher!



Pony Express Ginetta Junior Ireland Championship

Next Event: Kirkistown 24th July 2021

The first race of the afternoon saw this
year’s class of Ginetta Junior drivers
line up on the grid with Sean
McGovern and Se Og Martin on the
front row. A great start by Martin saw
him take the lead from McGovern with
Ben McFall in 3rd place. A great move
down the inside at Southside corner at
the end of the first lap saw McGovern
briefly retake the lead but it was the
switchback onto the start finish
straight which saw Martin get
alongside McGovern on the run back
down to T1. Martin held firm and was
back in the lead coming out of T1. Lap
3 saw McGovern post the fastest lap of
the race so far with a 2:06.752 but
Martin’s lap times were never far
behind, and he continued to maintain
his lead. Martin responded with a
faster lap next time round but still
McGovern doggedly hung on.
McGovern posted his fastest lap of the
race on Lap 6 but just a lap later all his
good work unravelled as he lost time
lapping Charlotte Fenton. Behind the
leaders, Ethan Campbell and Kalum
Graffin were treating the spectators to
a fantastic scrap for 4th place with the
familiar dive down the inside at

Southside corner and then the
switchback on the main straight both
being used on numerous occasions.
However, out front Martin was driving
masterfully, posting purple times in
Sectors 1 and 3 to post the fastest lap
of the race as he took the chequered
flag ahead of McGovern and McFall.
Not to be outdone Campbell and
Graffin continued their battle right to
the line with Campbell crossing the line
just 0.001 seconds ahead of his rival.

With Martin on pole for Race 2, he
made no mistake at the start to take
the lead. Behind him McGovern and
McFall took up the battle for 2nd as
their cars were side by side on the run
down to T3. McFall prevailed and
made his move up to 2nd place.
McGovern fought back relentlessly as
he tried to get his position back on the
run up to the final corner but to no

avail. Then, McGovern ran wide at T1
under braking, giving McFall has a little
bit of breathing space. McGovern’s
strong pace closed down McFall and he
took 2nd place on the International loop
at Lap 3. Out front, Martin eased away-
helped certainly by the scrap for 2nd

between McGovern and McFall.
Fastest lap of the race from Martin on
Lap 5 but McGovern posted his fastest
lap of the race just 0.050 seconds
slower, showing what could have been
if he had not been scrapping with
McFall for 2nd. At the chequered flag
Martin took the win, 6 seconds ahead
of McGovern with McFall keeping him
honest just 0.7 seconds behind.

Sé Óg leads from the Front



Selco.ie Formula Vee National Championship

Next Event: Mondello 14/15 August 2021

Another magnificent grid of 26 cars
took to the grid for the Selco.ie
Formula Vee Championship on the
International circuit at Mondello Park.
With any of the top 6 capable of
winning, it was reigning champion
Anthony Cross who took the lead from
pole man Jordan Kelly as the cars
rounded T1. That lead didn’t last long
as at T7, Kelly retook the lead as Cross
slowed due to oil on the track. Kelly set
about building a lead and posted the
fastest lap of the race on Lap 2, lapping
almost half a second than Cross. By the
end of Lap 3, Kelly had pulled a lead of
almost 1.3 seconds – a huge gap in
Formula Vee terms. Behind the
leaders, Dan Polley had managed to
get ahead of Trevor Delaney on the
opening lap, but contact between
Polley and Gavin Buckley on Lap 2 saw
Jack Byrne move up to 4th, with Polley
now 5th and the unfortunate Buckley
dropping back to 14th. Tim Murray
continually hounded Cross in 2nd and
he got by him on lap 4. The battle for
2nd continued at every corner and on
the next lap Cross seized his moment

as he dived down the inside at the final
corner to retake 2nd position. The
battle between these two would see
Kelly out front extend his lead to an
unbelievable 6 seconds. With Cross
back in front, he found some extra
pace and over the next 2 laps took out
over 1.1 seconds on each lap out of
Kelly’s lead. Then there was drama on
the final lap as Kelly approached
backmarkers but couldn’t overtake due
to yellow flags and behind him, Cross
was closing rapidly. But having built his
buffer in the early laps the gap was too
much for Cross to close and Kelly took
the chequered flag punching the air
with delight. Murray was 3rd with
Polley coming home in 4th place.

It was positions reversed on the front
row of the grid for Race 2, but it was

2nd placed man Kelly who made a
fantastic start to lead into T1. Cross
seemed happy this time to sit behind
Kelly and bide his time, not allowing
him to get away as he did in Race 1. All
changed though on Lap 3 as Jack
Byrne, starting in 6th, moved up to 3rd

ahead of Murray, whilst up front, Cross
took the lead from Kelly. But by the
end of the next lap Byrne found
himself at the back of a train of 4 cars
and now bundled back to 6th place.
Then disaster struck for Kelly in 2nd as
he slowed on the hill up to the start of
the International loop and he would
retire with a mechanical issue. Cross,
now with a large gap back to 2nd, would
cruise home to take the win, followed
by Buckley and Murray in 2nd and 3rd.

Kelly & Cross Share F Vee Honours



Irish Legends Championship

Next Event: Mondello Park 14/15 August 2021

Irish Legends were making their first
appearance of the season at Mondello
Park and the pint sized cars never fail
to entertain the crowds. With race
duration lasting only 10 minutes, the
action is always frantic and so it was for
their first race of the afternoon.
Despite starting in pole position,
Gordon Brown would cede the lead to
Rob Barrable on the 1st lap, a lead
which he would maintain to the end of
the 5 lap race. But it was Barrable’s
brother Peter who would have an
amazing first lap, moving from 7th on
the grid to 3rd. Rob Barrable led by over
2 seconds at the end of the first lap and
he devastated the field on his second
lap, posting the fastest lap of the race
by posting purple times in all 3 sectors
to extend his lead to nearly 4 seconds.
Behind it was the battle for 2nd place
between Jamie Moylan, Peter Barrable
and Geoff Richardson. Nose to tail on
every lap it was Moylan who took the
chequered flag in 2nd, followed by Peter
Barrable just 0.5 seconds behind with
Richardson just a further 0.3 seconds
behind.

Race 2 would see Rob Barrable starting
from the back row. As the lights went
out, Geoff Richardson starting on the
front row grabbed the lead with
polesitter Derek Hogan losing positions
to drop to 9th at the end of the first lap.
At the sharp end, it was now two sets
of brothers in the top four positions.
Geoff Richardson led from Peter
Barrable, then Geoff’s brother Greg
followed by Peter’s brother Rob in 4th.
Rob Barrable passed Greg Richardson
on Lap 2 and then a terrific battle
ensued between Rob and Peter
Barrable which would see Rob get by
Peter in a fantastic move at T1. With
Rob Barrable now in 2nd, a dive down
the inside at the final corner saw him
take the lead and not to be outdone,
Peter Barrable followed through at the
same corner for a Barrable ambush.
With the top three now running almost
three abreast, Richardson regained 2nd

position going down the inside on the
second apex at T3. And so to take 2
wins from 2, Rob Barrable takes the
chequered flag, followed by Geoff
Richardson with Peter Barrable in 3rd.

Race 3 was a carbon copy of Race 2
with Rob Barrable again starting on the
back row.

At the end of the first lap, Peter
Barrable led, chased hard by Moylan,
then Geoff Richardson and Rob
Barrable in 4th. Richardson and Rob
Barrable dispatched Moylan on the
subsequent lap with Rob Barrable
getting the jump on Richardson on the
next tour. It all changed on the start of
the final lap as the two Barrables and
Richardson crossed the line as one but
come the chequered flag, Rob Barrable
would record is third win of the day,
with Moylan in 2nd and Peter Barrable
just missing out by the narrowest of
margins.

Barrable takes the Spoils



Impact Ireland Metals Historic Racing Car Association Championship

Next Event: Mondello 14/15 August 2021

Lining up in a surprise pole position
was Bernard Foley, his MGBGT V8
ahead of Jackie Cochrane’s Sunbeam
Tiger- which is reputed to be putting
out over 500bhp! But it was rapid
starting Bill Griffin in his Lotus 7 which
shot through from row 2 to take the
lead. However, it was only a matter of
time before the rumbling V8 of
Cochrane powered past him on the run
down to 7A and 7B. A great start by
Gareth Thompson saw him get ahead
of Foley but the Impact Ireland Metals
man got his revenge with a great dive
down the inside on the first lap. After a
terrific demonstration of defensive
driving, it was only the sheer power of
Foley’s MGB GT V8 which saw him take
2nd position from Griffin in his nimble
Lotus 7. On Lap 3 Cochrane pushed
hard, converting two fastest sectors
into the fastest lap of the race and
powering his way into a 5 second lead.
Griffin now had Thompson looming
large in his mirrors and again the more
powerful car would lose him another
position. With the hard charging Noel
Collins just close behind, Griffin would
lose a further position on the same lap.

However, Collins would bring out the
yellow flags at T3 with Griffin the
benefactor, moving back up to 4th. Up
front, Foley was trying hard in his
MGBGT V8 throwing the car over the
kerbs and with backmakers costing
Cochrane almost 2 seconds up front,
the gap to the leader closed to just
under 3 seconds. But with the 15-
minute duration elapsed, it was
Cochrane, lights ablaze, who took the
chequered flag, followed by Foley with
Thompson a distant third.

Race 2 would see Foley on pole
alongside the powerful Sunbeam Tiger
of Cochrane. Foley made an excellent
start to take the lead but yet again it
was Griffin in his super quick Lotus 7
who powered into 2nd place. But it was
a disaster for Cochrane who found

himself at the back of the field as he
had to call to the pits on his first lap. At
the front, there was no answer to the
V8 power of Foley’s MGB, as he led by
almost 5 seconds on the opening lap.
Behind, Collins in 3rd in his MK II Escort
was being harried by Thompson’s V8
MG, which was just 0.3 seconds behind
as they crossed the start/finish line. It
would take a further two laps for
Thompson to get past a valiant Collins,
but all eyes were now on the flying
Cochrane as he desperately tried to
make his way back to the front. Back in
7th place, a full 21 seconds behind
Flynn, it would take him just 3 laps to
pass Flynn on run down to T1 and
Russell would suffer the same fate just
seconds later. Griffin was being chased
hard by Thompson and Collins and
would lose a position to both drivers
on successive laps. But the danger was
behind them as Cochrane still on his
charge would pass both Griffin and
Collins on the final lap. Foley cruised
home to take the chequered flag From
Thompson with Cochrane just over 3
seconds behind taking the final podium
spot.

Battle of the V8s



Avon Tyres Formula Sheane Championship

Next Event: Kirkistown 24 July 2021

Round 3 of the Avon Tyres Formula
Sheane Championship may have been
small on numbers but this was ably
made up for by the closeness of
qualifying. After the 15-minute
qualifying session the top four were
covered by just 0.6 seconds, with the
gap between 3rd and 4th just 0.003
seconds. Having not appeared at the
opening ICCR event, Derek Roddy lined
up alongside class returnee Enda
O’Connor on the front row but it was
O’Connor who led at the end of Lap 1.
Consistency was then the name of the
game as O’Connor set about building a
gap. The former class champion drove
beautifully to build a lead of over 1.3
seconds by the end of Lap 3. However,

it was Round 1 winner, Philip Sheane
who posted the fastest lap of the race
and was visibly closing the gap to 2nd

placed Roddy in the following laps.
However, a mistake on Lap 5 by
Sheane saw all his hard work come to
an end as he lost nearly 3 seconds to
Roddy. Out front, O’Connor’s lead of
over 2 seconds began to drop and he
was seen gesticulating to officials
probably in anger at the amount of oil
which had been dropped on the circuit.
Down the gap came 1.8 secs at the end
of Lap 5, then 1.5 just a lap later and
his lead was down to 0.8 seconds with
just a lap to go. But undeterred
O’Connor held his nerve and took the
chequered flag, from Roddy just 0.8
seconds behind with Sheane a further
9 seconds back.
With O’Connor on pole for Race 2, he
made a good start and was followed
off the line by Roddy. Behind them was
Sheane, on his own from Row 2 due to
the non-starting Richard Kearney.
Sheane, looking to make up for his
poor result in Race 1, took the fight to
Roddy with Roddy having to defend

heavily to maintain position. O’Connor
capitalised on the battle for 2nd by
building a gap as his two rivals fought
for track position.

On Lap 2 Sheane was super quick
through Paddock and dived down the
inside on the run up to Southside
corner to get ahead of Roddy,
managing to not run wide on the exit
and made the move stick. But out
front, O’Connor was over 2 seconds
ahead and despite Sheane matching
his lap times O’Connor took the
chequered flag to claim top spot for
both races. Sheane settled for second
with Roddy third and taking fastest lap
on the way.

O’Connor shows his Class 



Bill Griffin Motors Stryker Championship

Next Event: Mondello Park 14/15 August 2021

Cullen does the Double Again

Following his double victory at the
previous event at Mondello Park,
Cullen again showed his intention by
taking pole position for Round 3 of the
Bill Griffin Motors Stryker
Championship. As the lights went out
he powered away from the pack and
took the lead. Vincent O’Rourke,
having qualified on the front row at
the previous event, found himself
starting from the back row having
incurred suspension damage in
qualifying. A great start, however, saw
him take 4 positions on the run down
to T1 and the local man was up to 8th

at the end of Lap 1. 2020 Champion
Dave Reynolds made a good start from
the front row, but both Adrian Deasy
and the charging Dave Griffin got in
front of him on the first lap. Griffin’s
race was short-lived as a broken sump
would see him retire on his second lap.
Andy D’Alton got in front of Reynolds
and with Griffin retiring, he was in a
fantastic 3rd place and on schedule for
a podium. Out front though, Cullen
was in a class of his own, posting the

fastest lap of the race on Lap 2 posting
fastest times in all sectors and pulling
more than a second per lap on his
nearest rival. Behind the top three,
Roger Welaratne was on a charge from
9th on the grid and took another place
from Reynolds, who also fell back
further as Kevin McGrath squeezed
past to move into 5th place on Lap 5.
The charging O’Rourke now had
Reynolds in his sights and dived past
him with just a lap remaining. Reynolds
though, didn’t give up the place easily,
and hounded O’Rourke all the way to
the flag to try to regain the position. At
the chequered flag, Cullen claimed his
third win of the season, followed by
Deasy and D’Alton.

With Cullen unbeaten so far in the first
3 races of the championship, his
second pole position in Race 2 was an
ominous sign. With consistency the
key, Cullen took the lead at the start
followed by Reynolds and Deasy and
opened a gap of almost 2 seconds.
Despite Reynolds posting his fastest
lap of the race on the second tour,
Cullen showed the chasing pack a
clean pair of heels as he was almost 2
seconds per lap quicker than anyone
else. O’Rourke started his race again
from the back of the grid and would
provide the entertainment to the
spectators as he charged through the
field. Up to 6th place by Lap 2 he would
have a fantastic battle with Welaratne
for almost 5 laps to ultimately finish
just ahead of him in 4th. On the final
lap it was heartbreak for Deasy as oil
flags and yellows were displayed at T7
signalling his retirement. At the
chequered flag, Cullen won easily by
over 20 seconds, followed by Reynolds
with a gap of 15 seconds to McGrath
taking the final podium place.



Coffee 2 Go Fiesta ST Championship

Next Event: Mondello 14/15 August 2021

Byrne comes of Age

Round 3 of the Coffee 2 Go Fiesta ST
Championship saw both front row
combatants set identical lap times with
pole position going to the guesting Rod
McGovern as he posted the time first.
McGovern, in the car usually driven by
Dave Maguire, led away at the lights
getting ahead of his front row rival and
championship leader Graham
McDonnell. His progress was short lived
though, as a faulty throttle sensor saw
him retire on his second lap. Kevin
Doran inherited the lead and was
chased hard by McDonnell, closely
followed by Cullen and Eddie Peterson.
Peterson battled hard with Cullen,
never letting the gap beyond half a
second. The pressure told on Lap 4 as
the deadlock was broken with Peterson
through to 3rd. With Peterson through,
the leading trio circulated as one until

the penultimate lap. McDonnell made
his move down the inside at Paddock
with the resulting contact with Doran
unsettling his car and allowing Peterson
through into 2nd. And so just one lap
later McDonnell would take the win,
Peterson 2nd and Doran 3rd.
With the grid for the second race
seeing the top 6 places in race 1
reversed, newly graduated Ginetta
Junior driver, Jack Byrne
would find himself on the outside of

the front row. The Wexford man nailed
the start to take the lead but he would
have it all to do again as a last corner
incident saw the race red flagged. On
the second time of asking, Byrne made
a great start again to lead away. The
vastly experienced Doran, starting from
4th, would get the jump on Cullen to
slot in behind Byrne. Bumper to

bumper racing is the norm in the
Coffee 2 Go Fiesta ST Championship
and this race was no different. Doran
had Byrne under intense pressure on
the long international circuit, but Byrne
as the ‘one to watch’ given his junior
success, didn’t put a foot wrong. He
drove beautifully, managing to be on
the right bit of track everywhere to
keep Doran at bay. Doran also had to
keep an eye on his rearview mirror as
Cullen and McDonnell would seize on
any lapse in concentration to get
ahead. But come the end of the
shortened six lap race, Byrne held off
the championship’s established title
contenders to register his first win.
Doran would finish in 2nd with Cullen
harrying him all the way to the line in
3rd position.

Wins for McDonnell & Byrne 



Seat Supercup Ireland, 
Irish Supercars powered by Pirelli
Irish Touring Car Championship

With all 3 grids combined again 24 cars
lined up on the grid. On the front of
the grid, the Seat Supercup Ireland grid
was led away by Shane Murphy in a
repeat performance of the June event.
Barry English, 4th on the grid got the
better start over Gerard Tohill and
would ultimately retain the final
podium place with the win yet again
going to Murphy with Neil Tohill
finishing a strong 2nd. Irish Supercars
were led off the line by Alan Watkins
and was chased hard by Paul Parr.
Corcoran retired on Lap 2 with Jones
getting ahead of Linnane on the first
lap. At the chequered flag Watkins led
with Parr just 0.3 seconds back and
Jones finishing a distant 3rd. Northern
Ireland visitor Stephen Traub took
victory in the ITCC to great applause
from the pitwall. Rob Savage came

home in 2nd place, followed by Ulick
Burke who got ahead of Jay O’Reilly’s
heavily smoking Honda Civic in the
closing stages.
A reverse grid for Seat Supercup
Ireland in race 2 would see Murphy
start from the back of the grid. Brian
Berry hit the front early and would
endure a thrilling battle with Murphy,
with Murphy finally getting the upper
hand on the last lap to take the
chequered flag ahead of Berry in a
well-deserved 2nd place. Neil Tohill
would take the final podium position in
a championship with one of the biggest
prize funds in circuit racing with
€10,000 going to the top newcomer.
With Watkins dominating so far this
weekend, taking top place in both
qualifying in Race 1 in Irish Supercars,
his championship rival Parr had it all to

do in Race 2. Parr got off to the perfect
start to lead and with Watkins retiring
on Lap 2, Parr cruised to an easy win.
Jones held retiree from Race 1 Gary
Corcoran at bay to collect valuable
points for his 2nd place finish. The
second ITCC race would see the grid
reversed and this time a great start by
Burke would see him lead at the end of
lap 1 with Race 1 winner Traub four
places back but hampered by two
slower Irish Supercars. A great second
lap by Traub would see him placed 2nd

on the road behind Burke but still
Burke had the buffer of Charlie
Linnane’s Supercar between them.
Ultimately the gap would prove too
great, and Burke would take his 3rd win
of the championship, with Traub taking
2nd and Savage a distant 3rd.



Irishautoparts.ie Future Classics Racing

Next Event: Mondello 14/15 August 2021

With a huge variety of cars another
strong grid of Future Classics lined up
on the grid headed by Paul Flanagan in
his Renault Clio. At the end of the first
lap Flanagan led from Adian Byrne and
then Paddy Howley who had a great
overtaking move down the inside of
Kevin Cahill, pushing him wide. Byrne
harried Flanagan in the early laps but
the Clio always had the power to pull
away to safety. Byrne had his own
issues to deal with as Howley in his MG
ZR attacked at every opportunity to get
into the top 3. Then it was disaster for
Howley as he pulled off at the entrance
to the Esses on the final lap to retire
from a strong 3rd position. At the
chequered flag, Flanagan crossed the
line, lights ablaze, to take his first win in
Super Future Classics, followed by

Byrne in 2nd and Cahill in 3rd. In the
Future Classics Class, a delighted Niall
Maher, from Digital Motorsports, didn’t
put a foot wrong in his Mazda MX5 to
take the chequered flag, followed by
Donal Culloty in his beautifully liveried
Repsol car and Gilbert Clancy in a
distant 3rd place.
It was great to see Howley, who retired
on the last lap of the previous race,
take up his position on the outside of
row 2 in Race 2. A great start would see
him slot into 2nd position behind Cahill
in his Fiat Punto,but Howley would take
the overall lead as Cahill would drop to
4th on his second lap. Race 1 winner
Flanagan in 3rd had a fantastic battle
with Byrne in his Toyota Celica
circulating nose to tail and never more
than half a car length apart. At the end

of the 8 lap race, Howley would take a
comfortable win for Super Future
Classics, Byrne in 2nd place with
Flanagan just 0.3 seconds behind.
Although Niall Maher took the
chequered flag ahead of Culloty and
Clancy, both Maher and Culloty would
incur time penalties for transgressing
lap barrier times. A post race review
would find that Maher had dropped
below the 2 minute 8 second time
barrier on two occasions incurring two
10 second time penalties, with Culloty
also breaking the time barrier on lap 5.
The outcome would mean that Culloty
would be promoted to race winner
with Maher still having enough of a gap
to Clancy in 3rd to keep 2nd place.

Lap Times Matter



Siltex Safety Fiesta Zetec Championship

Next Event: Mondello 14/15 August 2021

With the Siltex Safety Fiesta Zetec
Championship probably providing some
of the closest racing at the last event,
this time they would perform in front
of spectators for the first time. With
cars so closely matched, any of the top
6 would be in with a chance of taking
the honours. Michael Barrable, on pole,
led at the start from Harry McGovern
and Andy Kavanagh with

Mark Johnston getting ahead of Phil
Lawless. With cars circulating nose to
tail, no one wanted to make a mistake
as no invitation is needed to take a gap
in this class. Johnston made a move on
Kavanagh on Lap 2 to take 3rd position,
then got ahead of McGovern on the
next lap to sit right behind race leader
Barrable. Behind the leaders, Kavanagh

takes a position back by slotting in
front of McGovern. With two laps to go
Barrable runs wide and Johnston is
through to take the lead. But the
pressure is relentless and a mistake by
Johnston at Parabolica forces him to
run wide and Barrable retakes the lead.
With the top 3 covered by just 0.4
seconds, it is the now traditional drag
race to the finish line as Barrable just
holds on to take the win in front of
Johnston in 2nd and Kavanagh taking
the final podium position.

With the grid for Race 2 reversed for
the top 6 in race 1, McGovern again
found himself on the outside of the
front row having finished 5th in Race 1.
McGovern made no mistake this time
and led from the start, but the newly
promoted junior driver would find his

mirrors full of the multiple winning car
of Barrable who completed a
magnificent first lap having started
from the third row. Johnston, also
starting from row 3, would slot into 3rd

behind the leaders and all three cars
would circulate as one looking for a gap
made possible by the tiniest of
mistakes. The international circuit
tends to see cars spread out as the laps
go by but these budget tintops always
provide the closest of racing. Try as he
may, Barrable was right on McGovern’s
bumper but couldn’t force a mistake
from McGovern. As in race one it all
came down to the drag race to the line
from the final corner. McGovern just
held on to take the win by the closest
of margins of 0.084 seconds. Johnston
completed the top three.

Tin Top Racing at its Best



There was drama at the start of the
highly anticipated and crowd-pleasing
Formula BOSS Ireland race. Michael
Connolly stalled his Radical on the grid
and Gerard O’Connell spun his World
Series Renault into the gravel at T1.
Then on the exit of T1, there was
contact between race leader Paul
O’Connell and Michael Roche, with the
latter losing a wheel which inevitably
brought out the red flags. On the
restart Paul O’Connell showed a clean
pair of heels to the rest of the grid with
Aaron Gaughran, in last year’s
championship winning car, in 2nd

followed by Connolly in his Radical.
With the wide range of cars, there is

always action up and down the field.
None more so than Barry Rabbitt, who
fell to the back of the grid on the
restart but recovered to make up 6
places on the first lap alone. On lap 2,
NI visitor Tony Greenan got past
Connolly to become the top placed
sportscar. Jonathan Fildes, having
finally got his car on song, also pushed
past Connolly to take up position
behind Greenan to set up a race long
battle between the pair. Out front,
O’Connell didn’t need his GP2 car to
now hold an impressive 3 second lead
on Lap 3, but Gaughran tried his best to
keep Connell honest by recording the
fastest lap of the race on Lap 4. But

then there was late drama as O’Connell
had a gearshift issue and lost almost 2
seconds on the penultimate lap to the
hard chasing Gaughran. But O’Connell
recovered on the final lap to take the
chequered flag, with the relative rookie
Gaughran in 2nd and Greenan took the
battle for 3rd place ahead of Fildes’
glorious looking Lola.

Finnstown House Formula BOSS Ireland Championship (Race 1)

O’Connell wins after Red Flag



Finnstown House Formula BOSS Ireland Championship (Race 2)

More drama was to follow in the finale
of the weekend’s racing as Race 2 lined
up on the grid. Sylvie Mullins, in his F1
powered Gould ,lined up on the outside
of the front row alongside poleman
Paul O’Connell having failed to take the
restart in race 1 due to a gear shift
issue. When the lights went out, Paul
O’Connell took the lead and a hesitant
start by Mullins allowed Gerard
O’Connell to slot in behind the leader.
But on the return to the start finish
straight at the end of the lap, Mullins
powered past Gerard O’Connell down
into T1. Then on the same lap
O’Connell would lose another position
to Gaughran in his Dallara at 7B. Ably
demonstrating the power advantage of

the Gould, Mullins repeated his
performance from the previous lap by
taking the lead from Paul O’Connell on
the start finish straight. Gerrard
O’Connell then ran wide on the
entrance into Paddock bend to allow
the charging Fildes past and up to 4th in
his Lola. The drama wasn’t finished,
however, as Paul O’Connell, running in
second, pulls off the circuit and retires
from the race. Eamonn Matheson,
having started from the back of the
grid, made his way up to 5th behind
Gerard O’Connell and overtook him
into T1 but locked up and beached
himself in the gravel trap. Safety Car!
With just minutes left on the clock, the
officials frantically despatched the

response vehicles to recover the
stranded Jade. Matheson gets going
again and as the Safety Car enters
pitlane, just 11 seconds remain on the
countdown clock as Mullins starts the
last lap. Fildes got past Gaughran on
the restart and was all over the back of
Mullins in a spectacular effort to take
the win. All his good work would come
undone on the run to Paddock bend
though. Gaughran seized the moment
got his car down the inside of Fildes to
retake his position. A delighted Mullins
took the chequered flag, Gaughran in
2nd with Fildes taking the final podium
spot just 0.1 seconds behind.

What a Finale!

Next Event: Mondello 14/15 August 2021


